Trex for the evening

The World’s #1 Decking Brand
Redefining outdoor living since 1996

Trex for curves

Trex for small spaces

Trex for the evening
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Trex for commercial

Trex for minimal maintenance

Trex for the design led

01469 535
534 415		

trex@arborforestproducts.co.uk

TREX FOR
EVERY OCCASION

Trex for the relaxed

Trex for different levels

Trex for the creative

Trex for the active

Trex for nature lovers

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk
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THE ORIGINAL
COMPOSITE DECK
Redefining decking
Trex has been redefining decking for 25 years, combining form
and function to create low-maintenance, high-performance
composite decks that are more than just a step up from the
norm: they’re a whole different way of outdoor living.
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THE SECRET IS
IN THE SHELL
Won't fade or
stain, rot or split

LIMITED COMMERCIAL

10

10

Looks good, performs better



Trex decking’s realistic wood-grain pattern and
contemporary colours create a premium, ageless look
that leaves other composites in the dust. Rich, fade-resistant
colours mimic the look of natural timber with none of the
associated upkeep.

Low-maintenance
The Trex range is the ultimate combination of beauty with
outstanding durability and low maintenance. It won’t fade,
stain, rot or split and never needs painting, oiling, or staining.

Peace of mind
A limited warranty* covers your Trex deck for 25 years
if used in a residential space, and 10 years in a commercial
setting. There is also an additional layer of coverage with
a 25 Year Limited Residential Fade and Stain Warranty*.

95% recycled materials
Trex composite decks are made of 95% recycled sawdust
and plastic packaging, alongside some of the most earthfriendly manufacturing processes available.

*Trex® decking comes complete with a Trex® limited warranty. This limited warranty is supported directly by Trex and covers the
product for 25 years if used in a residential space, and 10 years in a commercial setting. Terms and conditions apply and these can
be found in the Trex warranty document. Please contact us for full details.
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Manufactured using a nine-element
formulation, the shell is three times
thicker than the industry standard
and gives the appearance of natural
wood, thanks to its low-sheen finish.

The Trex shell wraps the core on
three sides, providing ultimate
wear and tear protection while
allowing the board to breathe.
Trex performs just as good as it
looks and will not crack or break.

Quality capped product
with a solid core delivers
a durable and stable
performance
Easy to install
and maintain
Realistic wood grain
effect made from 95%
recycled material

25 year limited residential
warranty and 10 year limited
commercial warranty by Trex
Enhanced fade and stain
resistance, never needs
painting or oiling

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk
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A HISTORY
OF INNOVATION

Changing the way the world lives outdoors
Since 1996 Trex has invented, defined and perfected the composite deck
category, becoming the world’s largest manufacturer of wood alternative
decking products.
Never content to settle, Trex continues to
make strides in outdoor living, melding
innovation with environmental responsibility
and beautiful form with function.
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The company formed in 1996 through the buyout
of a division of Mobil Corporation, and went public
in 1999. Today, Trex offers the industry’s widest
array of high-performance composite products,
which are available in more than 40 countries
around the world.

1996: NEW IDEA

2010: THE GAME-CHANGER

Trex develops innovative wood
polymer composite made from
plastic film and wood waste
otherwise headed for the landfill.

Trex Transcend creates revolutionary
deck product, reinventing the
decking industry.

EARLY 2000S: EVOLUTION

NOW & NEXT: MORE

Trex composite decking
adds new colours, styles
and enhanced wood
grains to the range.

Trex evolves to offer a full outdoor
living system with full range of
complementary products.
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KEEPING
IT GREEN

Looks good, does good

Trex decking offers a truly environmentally responsible choice. The entire line-up of highperformance Trex decking is made from more than 95 per cent recycled materials, including
reclaimed sawdust from woodworking operations and recycled plastic film from commercial
packaging and common household items.

In its 25-year history, Trex has
never felled a single tree to
make its deck boards

Trex was the first company in the
wood-alternative decking industry to
receive an International Code Council
Evaluation Service ‘SAVE Verification for
Recycled Content’

The company uses some of the most
earth-friendly manufacturing processes
in the USA, reclaiming factory waste and
eliminating the use of harmful chemicals

Every year Trex saves over
360,000 tonnes of wood
scrap and plastic film from
going to landfill

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk
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A RANGE FOR
EVERY BUDGET
Your dream deck made real

Elevated aesthetics paired with the highest level of performance. page 12

Gravel path

Island Mist

Tiki Torch

Lava Rock

Spiced Rum
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The beauty of wood with the ease of composite. page 24

Rocky Harbor

Foggy Wharf

Toasted Sand

Calm Water

Priced to put the pressure on timber decking. page 30

Saddle

Clam Shell

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk
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Elevated aesthetics paired with
the highest level of performance

The original
signature range
Transcend is the original, best-selling, signature range providing
elevated aesthetics with the highest level of performance.
It combines the heaviest grade Trex shell with scratch resistant
properties and the strongest solid board, delivering unparalleled
strength and stability. It provides the ultimate deck solution
which outperforms, outlasts and outdecks all others.
Available in five fabulous, nature inspired colours, including
contemporary monochromatic solid colours alongside tropical
streaked hues.

Performance

Scratch
resistant

Gravel path

12

Trex warranty

Superior
strength

Board types

Grooved
board

Island Mist
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Square
boards

Spiced Rum

01469 535 415		

Fascia
board
available

Tiki Torch

3.66m
lengths

4.88m
lengths

Lava Rock

trex@arborforestproducts.co.uk

Gravel Path
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Island Mist

This calm, silvery shade mimics
the natural look and feel of aged
tropical hardwood.

Colours are as accurate as the print
process will allow. Please check a
sample before placing an order.

Order your sample:
arbordeck.co.uk/trex-sample-request
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Tiki Torch

A warm, earthy shade featuring
striking rich, reddish-brown
hardwood streaking.

Colours are as accurate as the print
process will allow. Please check a
sample before placing an order.

Order your sample:
arbordeck.co.uk/trex-sample-request
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Lava Rock

Reddish black hardwood streaking
creates a deep and evocative setting
for long, hot summer barbecues.

Colours are as accurate as the print
process will allow. Please check a
sample before placing an order.

Order your sample:
arbordeck.co.uk/trex-sample-request
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Spiced Rum

The warm umber hue feels rich and
earthy, adding a touch of the Caribbean
to any home.

Colours are as accurate as the print
process will allow. Please check a
sample before placing an order.

Order your sample:
arbordeck.co.uk/trex-sample-request
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Gravel Path

The pristine grey of a period carriage
path creates a perfect Colonial look.

Colours are as accurate as the print
process will allow. Please check a
sample before placing an order.

Order your sample:
arbordeck.co.uk/trex-sample-request
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The beauty of wood with
the ease of composite

Great looks,
reliable performance
The Enhance Naturals range provides the beauty of
wood with the ease of composite at an affordable price.
This range includes four tropical streaked colours.

Performance

Board types

Trex warranty

Solid
core

Grooved
board

Rocky Harbor

24

Calm Water
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Square
boards

Toasted Sand

01469 535 415		

Fascia
board
available

3.66m
lengths

4.88m
lengths

Foggy Wharf

trex@arborforestproducts.co.uk

Calm Water

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk
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Natural weathered timber
with dark tropical streaks.

Colours are as accurate as the print
process will allow. Please check a
sample before placing an order.

Order your sample:
arbordeck.co.uk/trex-sample-request
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Calm Water
A contemporary dark charcoal
with tropical streaks.

Colours are as accurate as the print
process will allow. Please check a
sample before placing an order.

Order your sample:
arbordeck.co.uk/trex-sample-request
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A dark sandy brown with
tropical dark streaks.

Colours are as accurate as the print
process will allow. Please check a
sample before placing an order.

Order your sample:
arbordeck.co.uk/trex-sample-request
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Foggy Wharf

A light grey with a bluey hue
and tropical dark streaks.

Colours are as accurate as the print
process will allow. Please check a
sample before placing an order.

Order your sample:
arbordeck.co.uk/trex-sample-request

Priced to put the pressure
on timber

The durability of
composite with the
affordability of timber
The Enhance Basics range provides
the perfect pairing of price and minimal
maintenance, and is available in two
attractive monochromatic colours.

Performance

Trex warranty

Solid
core

30

Board types

Grooved
board

Trex®. Redefining outdoor living since 1996		

Square
boards

01469 535 415		

Fascia
board
available

3.66m
lengths

4.88m
lengths

trex@arborforestproducts.co.uk

Clam Shell
A monochromatic
solid dark grey.

Colours are as accurate as the print
process will allow. Please check a
sample before placing an order.

Saddle

A dark sandy
monochromatic brown.

Colours are as accurate as the print
process will allow. Please check a
sample before placing an order.

Lights.
Camera.
Action.
32
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Extend your
outdoor living
into the evening
Let Trex® lighting take your outdoor space from
invisible to inviting. From stairs to railing posts
TM
to deck perimeters, Trex® Outdoor Lighting
combines effective ambient lighting with
energy-efficient technology.

01469 535 415		

trex@arborforestproducts.co.uk

BEAUTIFUL AND FUNCTIONAL
• A variety of colours to complement any space
• Out of sight during the day, beautiful light at night
• Options to suit any deck
• Increases the safety of surfaces and stairways
POST CAP LIGHT

HIGH PERFORMANCE
• Energy-efficient LEDs for long-lasting illumination
• Weather-proof and salt-air resistant
• Total lighting control via timer and optional
dimmer with remote
RECESSED DECK LIGHT

TREX® QUALITY THROUGH AND THROUGH
• Part of a complete Trex® package
• Trex LightHub® ‘snap and go’ connection system
makes set-up simple
• Suitable for new decks or retrofits
• Protected under warranty
STAIR RISER LIGHT

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk
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TREX RAILING
OPTIONS
Safety and style combined
Generally, whenever there’s decking, there’s railing;
and when you’re installing a low maintenance, longlasting deck, you need a railing system to match.
With three different options, there’s a solution to
match any taste and budget.

Trex Signature® Railing
Effortless style, exceptional strength. Trex Signature® Railing
perfectly complements your new outdoor space.

ArborRail Stainless Steel & Glass Railing System
Timeless design combined with contemporary clean lines.
The ideal choice when you want to make a design statement.

ArborRail Easy Aluminium Glass Railing System
Attractively priced and offered in three convenient installation
options, ideal for commercial projects.
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TREX SIGNATURE
RAILING
Trex Signature® railing
Think sleek, contemporary aluminium
deck rails that blend perfectly into
your surroundings. Trex® Signature
railing combines effortless style with
exceptional strength.

• Minimal and contemporary look
• Powder coated aluminium
• Near-zero maintenance
• 25 year limited warranty supported by Trex®
• Available in bronze or black

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk
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arborjoist
arborrail

ARBORRAIL
STAINLESS STEEL
& GLASS RAILING
SYSTEM

Timeless design combined with
contemporary clean lines. The ideal
ArborRail choice when you want to
make a statement.

• Functionality, quality and style
• Quick and easy to install
• Suitable for indoor and outdoor use
• Almost unlimited options

36
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arborjoist
arborrail

ARBORRAIL
EASY ALUMINIUM
GLASS RAILING
SYSTEM

Attractively priced and offered in
three convenient ordering options:
ready-to-install modules, and
prefabricated or standard
single components.

• Ready-to-install modules
• Anthracite Grey (RAL 7016 matt textured)
• Can be RAL matched to any other colour as a bespoke option
• Glass mounting is simple and straightforward

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk
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arborrooms
arborjoist
arborrail

SUPPORT SYSTEMS
A sub-frame solution that’s accessible,
reliable and easy to work with
Fit and forget
The ArborJoist recycled plastic sub-frame system
is the ideal partner for your Trex deck. It provides
a fit-for-purpose foundation that will last for
many years, giving you peace of mind that your
Trex deck will continue to look good and be
maintenance free.

•

Strong, durable and maintenance free

•

Smooth splinter-free finish for easy
handling and installation

•

Weather-proof and decay resistant

•

Environmentally friendly and recyclable

•

20 year guarantee*

*When installed in accordance with the manufacturers recommendations
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arborboard
arborpad
arborrooms
arborjoist
arborrail

A versatile range of telescopically
adjustable pedestals to achieve a perfectly
level surface
Adjustable height support pedestals to lift decking off the
sub-layer to improve drainage and reduce surface ponding
and slip hazards. The support joist is held securely on the
headpiece between positioning lugs with decking boards
attached to create strong, stable decking systems.

•

Options from 7mm - 380mm

•

Ideal for paving slabs and
all types of decking

•

Suspended system

•

Millimetre-precise adjustability

•

Superior quality virgin fibre polypropylene

•

Weight tolerance over one tonne

•

Withstands sub-zero temperature

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk
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FIXINGS
Flexibility for every project
The Trex® range of fixing accessories has been selected to provide flexibility for each
and every project, with a choice of fixings to suit a range of different uses and applications.
They are designed to match the superior performance of Trex® decking and to ensure an
easy installation whether you decide on a traditional face fix or a screwless finish.

Universal clip

Starter clip

Trex® Universal Fixing Clip offers a
screwless finish, is quick and easy
to install, and enables access to the
subframe.

Trex® Starter Clip offers a screwless
finish, is quick and easy to install, and
enables access to the subframe.

Colour Match
Composite Deck Screws

Pro Plug Composite Deck Screws
(Trex Transcend only)

The Fastenmaster Composite Deck
Screw creates the ultimate finished look
in composite decking boards, offering
strip-out resistance, anti-fade resistance
and a clean, finished look.

A superior easy-to-install plug fastening system for
an invisible face fix with a timber substructure. The
system includes epoxy coated carbon steel screws,
a colour matched deck plug to provide an invisible
finish and a PVC tool which drives screws to the
correct depth without stripping the screw recess
or damaging the deck board surface.
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Deckfast® Fascia Screws

Pro Plug Tool

These colour match screws are designed
to accommodate the expansion and
contraction that can occur with fascia
boards. They are installed using the
pre-drilling fascia tool.

PVC tool which drives screws to the
correct depth without stripping the
screw recess or damaging the deck
board surface.

Deckfast® Fascia Tool

Trex® Router Tool

The pre-drilling deckfast® tool creates
an over-sized hole for the fascia screw,
so that the fascia board hangs from the
screw and can expand and contract
without putting a large amount of force
on the fastener.

Trex square edge boards require
traditional screws for installation.
However, a Trex hideaway groove cutter
can be used to route a groove into the side
of any traditional board to accommodate
the hidden fastening system. This is ideal
for starter boards and steps.

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk
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SPECIFICATION | Trex Transcend®
For more information on the products shown below please see pages 12 - 23

PRODUCT

Gravel Path

BOARD

LENGTH

DIMENSIONS

QUANTITY

PRODUCT CODE

[SINGLE BOARD]

3.66m

25mm x 140mm

48 - 25m2

gTRGBNGP366P

gTRGBNGP366

4.88m

25mm x 140mm

48 - 33m2

gTRGBNGP488P

gTRGBNGP488

3.66m

25mm x 140mm

48 - 25m2

gTRSBNGP366P

gTRSBNGP366

4.88m

25mm x 140mm

48 - 33m2

gTRSBNGP488P

gTRSBNGP488

3.66m

14mm x 184mm

60 - 31m2

gTRF1NGP366P

gTRF1NGP366

3.66m

25mm x 140mm

48 - 25m2

gTRGBIM366P

gTRGBIM366

4.88m

25mm x 140mm

48 - 33m2

gTRGBIM488P

gTRGBIM488

3.66m

25mm x 140mm

48 - 25m2

gTRSBIM366P

gTRSBIM366

4.88m

25mm x 140mm

48 - 33m2

gTRSBIM488P

gTRSBIM488

3.66m

14mm x 184mm

60 - 31m2

gTRF1IM366P

gTRF1IM366

3.66m

25mm x 140mm

48 - 25m2

gTRGBSR366P

gTRGBSR366

4.88m

25mm x 140mm

48 - 33m2

gTRGBSR488P

gTRGBSR488

3.66m

25mm x 140mm

48 - 25m2

gTRSBSR366P

gTRSBSR366

4.88m

25mm x 140mm

48 - 33m2

gTRSBSR488P

gTRSBSR488

3.66m

14mm x 184mm

60 - 31m2

gTRF1SR366P

gTRF1SR366

3.66m

25mm x 140mm

48 - 25m2

gTRGBTT366P

gTRGBTT366

4.88m

25mm x 140mm

48 - 33m2

gTRGBTT488P

gTRGBTT488

3.66m

25mm x 140mm

48 - 25m2

gTRSBTT366P

gTRSBTT366

4.88m

25mm x 140mm

48 - 33m2

gTRSBTT488P

gTRSBTT488

3.66m

14mm x 184mm

60 - 31m2

gTRF1TT366P

gTRF1TT366

3.66m

25mm x 140mm

48 - 25m2

gTRGBLR366P

gTRGBLR366

4.88m

25mm x 140mm

48 - 33m2

gTRGBLR488P

gTRGBLR488

3.66m

25mm x 140mm

48 - 25m2

gTRSBLR366P

gTRSBLR366

4.88m

25mm x 140mm

48 - 33m2

gTRSBLR488P

gTRSBLR488

3.66m

14mm x 184mm

60 - 31m2

gTRF1LR366P

gTRF1LR366

Grooved

Square

Fascia

Island Mist

Grooved

Square

Fascia

Spiced Rum

Grooved

Square

Fascia

Tiki Torch

Grooved

Square

Fascia

Lava Rock

Grooved

Square

Fascia
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SPECIFICATION | Trex Enhance® Naturals
For more information on the products shown below please see pages 24 - 29

PRODUCT

Rocky Harbor

BOARD

LENGTH

DIMENSIONS

QUANTITY

PRODUCT CODE

[SINGLE BOARD]

3.66m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 29m2

gTRGBRH366P

gTRGBRH366

4.88m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 39m2

gTRGBRH488P

gTRGBRH488

3.66m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 29m2

gTRSBRH366P

gTRSBRH366

4.88m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 39m2

gTRSBRH488P

gTRSBRH488

3.66m

14mm x 184mm

60 - 31m2

gTRF1RH366P

gTRF1RH366

3.66m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 29m2

gTRGBFW366P

gTRGBFW366

4.88m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 39m2

gTRGBFW488P

gTRGBFW488

3.66m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 29m2

gTRSBFW366P

gTRSBFW366

4.88m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 39m2

gTRSBFW488P

gTRSBFW488

3.66m

14mm x 184mm

60 - 31m2

gTRF1FW366P

gTRF1FW366

3.66m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 29m2

gTRGBTS366P

gTRGBTS366

4.88m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 39m2

gTRGBTS488P

gTRGBTS488

3.66m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 29m2

gTRSBTS366P

gTRSBTS366

4.88m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 39m2

gTRSBTS488P

gTRSBTS488

3.66m

14mm x 184mm

60 - 31m2

gTRF1TS366P

gTRF1TS366

3.66m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 29m2

gTRGBCW366P

gTRGBCW366

4.88m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 39m2

gTRGBCW488P

gTRGBCW488

3.66m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 29m2

gTRSBCW366P

gTRSBCW366

4.88m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 39m2

gTRSBCW488P

gTRSBCW488

3.66m

14mm x 184mm

60 - 31m2

gTRF1CW366P

gTRF1CW366

Grooved

Square

Fascia

Foggy Wharf

Grooved

Square

Fascia

Toasted Sand

Grooved

Square

Fascia

Calm Water

Grooved

Square

Fascia

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk
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SPECIFICATION | Trex Enhance® Basics
For more information on the products shown below please see pages 30 - 31

PRODUCT

BOARD

LENGTH

DIMENSIONS

QUANTITY

PRODUCT CODE

[SINGLE BOARD]

3.66m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 29m2

gTRGBCS366P

gTRGBCS366

4.88m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 39m2

gTRGBCS488P

gTRGBCS488

3.66m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 29m2

gTRSBCS366P

gTRSBCS366

4.88m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 39m2

gTRSBCS488P

gTRSBCS488

3.66m

14mm x 184mm

60 - 31m2

gTRF1CS366P

gTRF1CS366

3.66m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 29m2

gTRGBSD366P

gTRGBSD366

4.88m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 39m2

gTRGBSD488P

gTRGBSD488

3.66m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 29m2

gTRSBSD366P

gTRSBSD366

4.88m

25mm x 140mm

56 - 39m2

gTRSBSD488P

gTRSBSD488

3.66m

14mm x 184mm

60 - 31m2

gTRF1SD366P

gTRF1SD366

Grooved

Clam Shell

Square

Fascia

Grooved

Saddle

Square

Fascia

SPECIFICATION | Trex RainEscape®
Create a dry, useable space below your elevated deck with Trex RainEscape Deck Drainage System

44

PRODUCT

DESCRIPTION

LENGTH

DIMENSIONS

QUANTITY

PRODUCT CODE

RainEscape
down spout

Installed at the end of the joists
to create a drainage system
Warranty: 20 years

-

254mm high x
304.8mm deep
x 406.4mm
wide

1

gTRREDP

Trex
RainEscape
trough

Installed between the the joists
to create a drainage system
Warranty: 20 years

3660mm

500mm

1

gTRRET366

4880mm

500mm

1

gTRRET488

RainEscape
waterproof
butyl caulk

Used to seal and waterproof
seams and perimeter of deck
Warranty: 20 years

-

-

1

gTRRECAU

RainEscape
waterproof
tape

Used to cover overlapping layers of
trough and seal around fasteners
Warranty: 20 years

1524mm

102mm

1

gTRRETAP

RainEscape
post flash

Seals railing post to the top
of the RainEscape system
Warranty: 20 years

-

102mm
x 102mm

1

gTRREPFL

Trex
RainEscape
wall flash

Self-adhesive flashing that helps protect
against moisture, keeps harmful rain and
snow from building up
Warranty: 20 years

7600m

3.2mm
x 25.4mm

1

gTRREWF
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SPECIFICATION | ArborRail Glass
For more information on the products shown below please see page 36

PRODUCT

DETAILS

COLOUR

DIMENSIONS

QUANTITY

PRODUCT CODE

For use with handrail
Price per m2

Transparent

10mm thickness

-

gARGLASS10

For use with no handrail
Price per m2

Transparent

11.52mm thickness

-

gARGLASS11

One-sided thread
mount with glass clamp

Stainless Steel

989mm height

1

gARSS14096224212

Two-sided thread
mount with glass clamp

Stainless Steel

989mm height

1

gARSS14096324212

Two-sided 90° mount
with glass clamp

Stainless Steel

989mm height

1

gARSS14096424212

Cover Cap

Mounting diameter
4.24mm at tube

Stainless Steel
- Satin

18mm height
x 105mm diameter

2

gARSS14051204212

Glass Clamp

For 6-12.76mm glass
thickness
Excluding rubber inlay

Stainless Steel
- Satin

45mm height
x 57m x 28mm

4

gARSS14420004212

Rubber Inlay
for Glass
Clamp

For 10mm glass
thickness

Black

-

8

gARSS19500301000

Straight
saddle

In tube mounting for
2mm wall thickness

Stainless Steel
- Satin

79mm height
x 14mm diameter

2

gARSS14071024212

Straight
saddle
- 90° angle

In tube mounting for
2mm wall thickness

Stainless Steel
- Satin

79mm height
x 14mm diameter

2

gARSS14071084212

Adjustable
saddle

In tube mounting for
2mm wall thickness

Stainless Steel
- Satin

79mm height
x 14mm diameter

2

gARSS14071824212

-

Stainless Steel
- Satin

5000mm length
x 42.4mm diameter

1

gARSS14090024212

-

Stainless Steel
- Satin

2500mm length
x 42.4mm diameter

1

gARSS14892524212

Wall flange

Mounting diameter
4.24mm at tube

Stainless Steel
- Satin

30mm height
x 95mm diameter

2

gARSS14050504212

Flat End Cap

Easy hit, for 2mm wall
thickness

Stainless Steel
- Satin

42.4mm diameter

2

gARSS14573224212

Glass

Baluster
Post

Handrail
Tube

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk
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PRODUCT

DETAILS

COLOUR

DIMENSIONS

QUANTITY

PRODUCT CODE

End scroll

Easy hit, for 2mm
wall thickness

Stainless Steel
- Satin

60mm height
x 81mm width
x 42.4mm diameter

2

gARSS14073924212

Tube
Connector

Easy hit, in tube
mounting for 2mm
wall thickness

Stainless Steel
- Satin

30mm height
x 42.4mm diameter

2

gARSS14579224200

Flush Elbow

90° angle, in tube
mounting for 2mm
wall thickness

Stainless Steel
- Satin

30mm height
x 42.4mm diameter

2

gARSS14030324212

Screw for
Glass Clamp

M8 thread adjustable
screw

Stainless Steel

20mm length

50

gARSS95090082014

Button Head
Screw

M5 thread with
hexagon socket

Stainless Steel

16mm length

50

gARSS95051151614

Glue 50ml

High strength
stainless steel glue

-

-

1

gARSS19133100000

SPECIFICATION | ArborRail Aluminium
For more information on the products shown below please see page 37

PRODUCT

DETAILS

COLOUR

DIMENSIONS

QUANTITY

PRODUCT CODE

Glass

Price per m2

Transparent

10mm thickness

-

gARGLASS10

-

Brushed Aluminium

1065mm height
x 60mm x 15mm

1

gAREA16056010718

-

Anthracite Grey

1065mm height
x 60mm x 15mm

1

gAREA16056010733

-

Brushed Aluminium

1240mm height
x 60mm x 15mm

1

gAREA16056012418

-

Anthracite Grey

1240mm height
x 60mm x 15mm

1

gAREA16056012433

Left mounting side

Brushed Aluminium

26mm height
x 129m x 65mm

1

gAREA16902606018

Left mounting side

Anthracite Grey

26mm height
x 129m x 65mm

1

gAREA16902606033

Right mounting side

Brushed Aluminium

26mm height
x 129m x 65mm

1

gAREA16902706018

Right mounting side

Anthracite Grey

26mm height
x 129m x 65mm

1

gAREA16902706033

-

Brushed Aluminium

60mm x 15mm

2

gAREA24573206036

-

Anthracite Grey

60mm x 15mm

2

gAREA24573206033

Baluster Post

Base Flange

End Cap for
Baluster Post
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PRODUCT

Bracket for
Baluster Post

Corner
Bracket for
Baluster Post

Glass Rail
Profile

Glass Rail
Profile

Rubber
Profile

DETAILS

COLOUR

DIMENSIONS

QUANTITY

PRODUCT CODE

Mounting type:
floor or wall

Brushed Aluminium

120mm height
x 70mm x 76mm

1

gAREA16902806008

Mounting type:
floor or wall

Anthracite Grey

120mm height
x 70mm x 76mm

1

gAREA16902806033

Mounting type:
floor or wall

Brushed Aluminium

120mm height
x 154mm x 76mm

1

gAREA16902896008

Mounting type:
floor or wall

Anthracite Grey

120mm height
x 154mm x 76mm

1

gAREA16902896033

14mm U size for glass
8-10.76mm thickness

Brushed Aluminium

5000mm length
x 17.5mm x 67mm

1

gAREA1695157018

14mm U size for glass
8-10.76mm thickness

Anthracite Grey

5000mm length
x 17.5mm x 67mm

1

gAREA16595157033

14mm U size for glass
8-10.76mm thickness

Brushed Aluminium

5000mm length
x 17.5mm x 67mm

1

gAREA16595255518

14mm U size for glass
8-10.76mm thickness

Anthracite Grey

5000mm length
x 17.5mm x 67mm

1

gAREA16595255533

14mm U size

-

5000mm

1

gAREA19505901000

-

Brushed Aluminium

500mm length
x 26mm x 70mm

1

gAREA16595057018

-

Anthracite Grey

500mm length
x 26mm x 70mm

1

gAREA16595057033

Plastic end cap
2mm thickness

Brushed Aluminium

16mm width

2

gAREA24579006036

Plastic end cap
2mm thickness

Anthracite Grey

16mm width

2

gAREA24579006033

Plastic end cap
2mm thickness

Brushed Aluminium

16mm width

2

gAREA24531306036

Plastic end cap
2mm thickness

Anthracite Grey

16mm width

2

gAREA24531306033

+90° - -90° variable

Aluminium

8mm x 85 mm
x 15mm

2

gAREA16531300000

-

Brushed Aluminium

36mm x 70mm
x 5mm

2

gAREA1657327018

-

Anthracite Grey

36mm x 70mm
x 5mm

2

gAREA16573207033

6mm diameter

-

35mm length

100

gAREA93084063500

Hexalobular
stainless steel

-

38mm length

50

gAREA93922043814

Hexalobular
stainless steel

-

13mm length

50

gAREA93922041314

35mm Length

50

gAREA95068083514

-

1

gAREA19080005033

Handrail

Cover Cap
for Handrail
- straight

Cover Cap
for Handrail
- 90° angle

Adjustable
Handrail
Connector

End Cap for
Handrail

Universal
Plug

Counter
Sunk Head
Screw

Hexagon
Socket Head
Cap Screw

M8 thread

Paint Stick

-

Anthracite Grey

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk
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SPECIFICATION | Trex Signature® Railings
For more information on the products shown below please see pages 35

PRODUCT

DETAILS

COLOUR

DIMENSIONS

QUANTITY

PRODUCT CODE

Horizontal

Black

1090mm height
x 63mm x 63mm

1

gTRSHPB

Horizontal

Bronze

1090mm height
x 63mm x 63mm

1

gTRSHPBZ

Stair

Black

1090mm height
x 63mm x 63mm

1

gTRSSPB

Stair

Bronze

1090mm height
x 63mm x 63mm

1

gTRSHPBZ

Crossover bracket

Black

1090mm height
x 63mm x 63mm

1

gTRSHXPB

Crossover bracket

Bronze

1090mm height
x 63mm x 63mm

1

gTRSHXPBZ

Works with stair post

Black

-

1

gTRSSWXB

Works with stair post

Bronze

-

1

gTRSSWXBZ

Horizontal

Black

1060mm height x
1820mm x 45mm

1

gTRSRKHB

Horizontal

Bronze

1060mm height x
1820mm x 45mm

1

gTRSRKHBZ

Stair

Black

1060mm height x
1820mm x 45mm

1

gTRSRKSB

Stair

Bronze

1060mm height x
1820mm x 45mm

1

gTRSRKSBZ

-

Black

1060mm height x
1820mm x 45mm

1

gTRSGTB

-

Bronze

1060mm height x
1820mm x 45mm

1

gTRSGTBZ

Trex Signature Gate
Hardware Pack

Two adjustable
self-closing hinges,
one locking hasp

Black

-

1

gTRSGTHAB

Trex Signature
Aluminium Plate
and Hardware Kit

To be used for fixing
post to deck

-

-

1

gTRSAP

Horizontal

Black

-

2

gTRSFBHB

Horizontal

Bronze

-

2

gTRSFBHBZ

Square

Black

-

2

gTRSFBSB

Square

Bronze

-

2

gTRSFBSBZ

Horizontal

Black

-

2

gTRSSBHB

Horizontal

Bronze

-

2

gTRSSBHB

Square

Black

-

2

gTRSSBSB

Square

Bronze

-

2

gTRSSBSBZ

-

Black

-

1

gTRSPENBK

-

Bronze

-

1

gTRSPENBZ

-

Black

-

1

gTRSFBBK

-

Bronze

-

1

gTRSFBBZ

Trex Signature
Post with Cap
and Skirt

Trex Signature
Crossover
Swivel Bracket

Trex Signature
Rail Kit with
Square Balusters

Trex Signature
Adjustable Gate

Trex Signature
Extra Fixed
Bracket Set

Trex Signature
Swivel Bracket Set

Trex Signature
Touch Up Pen
Trex Signature
foot block
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SPECIFICATION | Fixings
For more information on the products shown below please see pages 40-41

PRODUCT

SUBSTRUCTURE

BOARD

COLOUR

LENGTH

QUANTITY

PRODUCT CODE

Timber

Grooved

Black

40mm

90

gTRCLIPa

Timber

Grooved

Black

40mm

900

gTRCLIPBUC

Timber

Grooved

Black

40mm

90

gTRCLIPc
- Steel

Timber

Grooved

Black

40mm

90

gTRCLIPe
- Aluminium

Timber

Grooved

Stainless Steel

40mm

36

Timber

Grooved

Stainless Steel

40mm

36

gTRCLIPd
- Steel

Timber

Square

Light Brown

63mm

350

gTRSCREW70TH

Timber

Square

Dark Brown

63mm

350

gTRSCREW70VL

Timber

Square

Light Grey

63mm

350

gTRSCREW70GP

Timber

Square

Dark Grey

63mm

350

gTRSCREW70DG

Steel/Aluminium

Square

IMCS | FW | GP
LRSR | TSSD | TT

40mm

350

gTRSCRSTEEL40XX

Timber

Square

GP | IM | LR
SR | TT

63mm
(screws)

350 screws
375 plugs

gTRPLGSCRXX

Steel/Aluminium

Square

GP | IM | LR
SR | TT

63mm
(screws)

350 screws
375 plugs

gTRPLGSCRSTEELXX
- Steel

-

Square

GP | IM | LR
SR | TT

-

375 plugs

Timber

Fascia

FW | GP | IMCS
RH | SRLR
TSSD | TT

48mm

100

Steel/Aluminium

Fascia

FW | GP | IMCS
RH | SRLR
TSSD | TT

48mm

100

Fascia Pro
Plug & Screw

Timber

Fascia

GP | IM | LR
SR | TT

48mm

-

Pro Plug
Tool

-

-

-

-

1

Fascia Tool

-

-

-

-

1

Trex®
Router Tool

-

-

-

-

1

Trex®
Universal
Clip

Trex®
Starter
Clip

Colour Match
Composite
Screws

Pro Plug®
& Screw

Pro Plug®
- Plug only

Fascia
Screw

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk

gTRCLIPb

gTRPLUGXX

gTRFASCRXX

gTRFASCRSTEELXX
- Steel

gTRFASPROPLUGXX

gTRPROPLUGTOOL

gTRFASTOOL

gTRROUTTOOL
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SPECIFICATION | Support System
For more information on the products shown below please see pages 38-39

PRODUCT

COLOUR

LENGTH

DIMENSIONS

QUANTITY

PRODUCT CODE

Brown

3000mm

50mm x 50mm

190

gHAB30

Brown

3000mm

50mm x 125mm

56

gHAJ30

Brown

3000mm

100mm x 100mm

56

gHAP30

-

100mm

6.3mm x 90mm

100

gTRSCREW100

-

100mm

6.3mm x 90mm

500

gTRSCREW500

PVC Timber
Decking Pad

Black

-

7mm

125

gTDP7

Rubber Paving
Support Pad

Black

-

9mm

125

gTDP9

Black

-

20

gTDM1022-1
- 1 plate

Black

-

20

gTDM1025-2
- 2 plates

Black

-

22mm to 30mm

20

gTDM2230

Black

-

28mm to 40mm

20

gTDM2840

Black

-

35mm to 50mm

25

gFHAP3550

Black

-

50mm to 70mm

25

gFHAP5070

Black

-

65mm to 100mm

25

gFHAP65100

Black

-

95mm to 130mm

25

gFHAP95130

Black

-

125mm to 160mm

25

gFHAP125160

Black

-

155mm to 190mm

25

gFHAP155190

Black

-

185mm to 220mm

25

gFHAP185220

Black

-

210mm to 245mm

25

gFHAP210245

Black

-

240mm to 275mm

25

gFHAP240275

Black

-

270mm to 305mm

25

gFHAP270305

Black

-

300mm to 335mm

25

gFHAP300335

Black

-

85m to 135mm

25

gFHEAP85135

Black

-

125m to 215mm

25

gFHEAP125215

Black

-

210m to 380mm

25

gFHEAP210380

ArborJoist Recycled
Plastic Joist

Pro Head Hex
Heavyweight Screws

Timber Decking
Minipad

Adjustable Height
Pedestals

Adjustable Extra
Height Pedestals
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SPECIFICATION | Trex® Deck Lighting
For more information on the products shown below please see pages 32-33

PRODUCT

DESCRIPTION

COLOUR

DIMENSIONS

QUANTITY

PRODUCT CODE

Post Cap
Light

Tucked discreetly under the cap,
post cap lights provide a warm
downward glow and easy wayfinding
Warranty: 7 years

Black

-

1

gTRLIAPCBK

Bronze

-

1

gTRLIAPCBZ

LED Riser
Lights

Installed into step risers, these lights
are durable enough to handle years
of passing foot traffic
Warranty: 7 years

Black

-

4

gTRLIRISERBLK

Bronze

-

4

gTRLIRISERBZ

Recessed
Deck Lights

These subtle dot lights install flush
on the deck boards to efficiently
light the way
Warranty: 7 years

-

-

4

gTRLIRECESS

Transformer
30W
- 2.5amp

A high-tech power supply to
provide years of power to your
Trex lighting project
Warranty: 3 years

-

-

1

gTRLIRTRANS

Forstner Bit

The perfect tool to drill precise holes
for Trex recessed deck lighting
Warranty: 3 years

-

-

6

gTRLIFORSTNER

Remote
Dimmer

Designed to effortlessly adjust the
brightness of our Trex lighting system
Warranty: 3 years

-

-

1

gTRLIREMOTEDIMMER

6-Way Splitter

The 6-way splitter features six ports
that connect your power source
to your lights
Warranty: 3 years

-

-

4

gTRLISPLIT

-

1500mm

4

gTRLIMALE5FT

-

6000mm

4

gTRLIMALE20FT

-

-

1

gTRLIFEMALE

Male Wire

Female-Female
Adapter

Trex lighthub extension cord
Warranty: 3 years

Connect two male extension wires
with this simple to use adapter
Warranty: 3 years

SPECIFICATION | Trex® protect™
Protect your deck from moisture, and hold screws in place for longer

PRODUCT

DESCRIPTION

LENGTH

DIMENSIONS

QUANTITY

PRODUCT CODE

Trex Protect
Joist Cap Tape

Self-adhesive butyl tape designed
to protect the top of your beam
from moisture
Warranty: Guaranteed for
the lifetime of the project

20m

50mm

1

gTRPRJT50

20m

100mm

1

gTRPRBT100

If you’d like any information on the products in these specifications
or advice on how to order them to suit your needs, get in touch today.

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk
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Components of a deck
Visit arbordeck.co.uk for tips and installation advice

C

B

A

D

F

H

E
G
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A

Square edge board,
range of fixings
available, see page 42-51

E

Fascia board,
range of fixings
available, see page 42-51

G

ArborJoist: Recycled
plastic sub-frame
system

B

Grooved edge board,
range of fixings
available, see page 42-51

F

H

(or) Structural graded
timber treated for
outdoor use (User Class 4)

C

Starter clip

D

Universal hidden
fastening clip

ArborPad: Adjustable
pedestals for hard
standing areas
Class 4 pressure treated
timber also available for
in-ground installations
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GROW YOUR
BUSINESS
Trex® is one of the fastest growing
products in the landscaping sector.
Become a TrexPRO® certified installer
and maximise your opportunity.
Free to join
Sales referrals from the
Trex website and telephone 		
enquiries
Access to Trex marketing 		
materials and a marketing 		
support fund
Warranty registration for your
customer base
Gives your customers added
confidence in your services

www.arbordeck.co.uk/trexpro

TREX IS EXCLUSIVELY
DISTRIBUTED IN THE UK BY
ARBOR FOREST PRODUCTS
Arbor Forest Products Ltd is an independently-owned, leading
distributor of timber and timber related products; one of the
largest independent timber importing businesses in the UK.
We operate from an 85-acre site in North Lincolnshire, supplying
more than 310,000 cubic metres of quality timber to the building,
DIY and construction trades through independent merchants
each year. We are also the exclusive distributor of Trex®, the world’s
number one composite decking brand.
Our company is proudly built on a passion for customer service
and people. Visit arborforestproducts.co.uk to find out more.

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk
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MAKE MEMORIES
WITH TREX

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk
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The World’s #1 Decking Brand
Redefining outdoor living since 1996

Find out more. Call 01469 535 415,
email trex@arborforestproducts.co.uk
or visit www.arbordeck.co.uk

Please note, products received may differ from those shown due to continual
product development. Please check at time of ordering.
Version 1.0 - 04.2021

